PRESS RELEASE
ACI Worldwide selects KaNest® test tools to validate its PanEuropean centralized card payment solution for retailers
according to EPAS & OSCar standards
Boulogne-Billancourt (France), November 04th, 2014
Galitt, a KaNest® test and certification software tools vendor, in association with Elitt for the
EPAS and OSCar solution, announced that ACI Worldwide has selected KaNest® to validate its
Pan-European centralized platform for retailers to comply with the international EPAS standard.
ACI Worldwide (NASDAQ: ACIW), a leading global provider of electronic payment and banking
solutions, will use KaNest® test tools to validate its multichannel platform according to EPAS and
OSCar International standards.
Galitt, which benefits from its extensive experience in test tools for the card and payment
industry, offers a unique homogeneous suite of tools: unit testing, acceptance testing, evaluation
and certification, prototyping, stress and load testing.
KaNest®’s solution for OSCar is the result of a collaboration between Galitt and Elitt, a secure
electronic transactions specialist that processes international payment systems. With
complimentary expertise in test tools designed to automate test benches for OSCar-compliant
terminals, both companies are able to provide documented diagnostics on test results.
Sylvie Boucheron-Saunier, General Manager, Continental Europe for ACI Worldwide, said : “Galitt
test tools are globally endorsed by the payment industry. Their importance is confirmed for
European standards compliance, and these test tools will help us to certify—in 2015—our PanEuropean centralized solution for retailers. We believe that many retailers will adopt EPAS in the
near future.”
Diane Walch, Business Development Director from Galitt said: “We share ACI’s vision of an
international standardization for card payments and are excited to have them join KaNest® users
for these projects.”
About Galitt (www.galitt.com) – For 25 years, Galitt has been offering consulting and services in
payment systems and secure electronic transactions. Regarding consulting and assistance, Galitt is
providing its customers with services from strategic choices to system implementation via system
design and support: business consulting, EFT business analysis and expertise, audit and security,
design, specification & project management, acceptance testing, technical assistance and
development, training. Engineering and technology activities are covering bespoke development,
software integration, turnkey solutions, hosted solutions and testing software. Galitt indeed offers
petrol and loyalty card solutions (Catti™), simulators (KaNest®), personalization validation tools
(VisuCard®) and added-value solutions (VisuBank®, private labels…).
Being the reference in payment systems and electronic transactions, Galitt is the leader in France
in all its businesses, and a worldwide leader in providing test tools and expertise in payment
innovation.
About Elitt (www.elitt.com) – ELITT (EuroLab for International Transaction Technologies) is a B-toB service company specialized in secure electronic transactions. ELITT’s business is to verify the
proper operation of products (cards, mobile phones, acceptance systems, unattended terminals,
etc.) and elements of the processing chain that are submitted during the phases of design,
production and deployment. The triple expertise of ELITT (evaluation – technical consulting
services - audits) applies to domains of banking transaction, transportation, healthcare and
identity.
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Subsidiary of Groupement des Cartes Bancaires CB, ELITT has been the industry reference for 25
years, known for the expertise, flexibility and quality of its services. Member of the Secured
Electronic Transactions (TES) cluster, ELITT is based within the EffiScience campus near Caen,
France, and offers its expertise internationally.
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